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ABSTRACT
Quasi-linear convective system are a common occurance in the spring
and summer months and with them come the risk of them producing
mesovorticies. These mesovorticies are small and compact and can
cause isolated and concentrated areas of damage from high winds and
in some cases can produce weak tornadoes. This paper analyzes how
and when QLCSs and mesovorticies develop, how to identify a
mesovortex using various tools from radar, and finally a look at how
common is it for a QLCS to put spawn a tornado across the United
States.

1. Introduction
Supercells have always been most feared
when it has come to tornadoes and as they
should be. However, quasi-linear convective
systems can also cause tornadoes. Squall lines
and bow echoes are also known to cause
tornadoes as well as other forms of severe
weather such as high winds, hail, and
microbursts. These are powerful systems that
can travel for hours and hundreds of miles, but
the worst part is tornadoes in QLCSs are hard to
forecast and can be highly dangerous for the
public. Often times the supercells within the
QLCS cause tornadoes to become rain wrapped,
which are tornadoes that are surrounded by rain
making them hard to see with the naked eye.
This is why understanding QLCSs and how they
can produce mesovortices that are capable of
producing tornadoes is essential to forecasting
these tornadic events that can be highly
dangerous.

Quasi-linear convective systems, or
squall lines, are a line of thunderstorms that are
oriented linearly. Sometimes, these lines of
intense thunderstorms can feature a bowed out

2. Quasi-Linear Convective Systems
a. General Background

Figure 1: Quasi-Linear Convective
System with a very indentifiable bow
echoe.

center that races ahead of the main line. This is
known as a bow echoe. Bow echoes are formed
due to a strong rush of flow into the backside of
the squall line, which will give the squall line a
bowed shape making it a bow echo. The time
series of a bow echoe can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: Typical lifecycle of a bow echo
from
http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/images/ggw/severe/
july13/bowfujit.gif
These storms often can produce
damaging hail as well as severe straight line
winds. Along with the risk of hail and straight
line winds, there is also the risk of tornadoes
with both squall lines and bow echoes. They
occur primarily in the spring and especially
summer months. An example of a typical QLCS
and bow echo on radar reflectivity can be seen
in figure 1.
b. Atmospheric Process
The development of the QLCS is dependent
on the storm produced cold pool and the
environmental shear. Once these two
components can find a balance then the QLCS
becomes a machine that can go great distances,
producing severe weather including even
tornadoes.
Both the motion of the cold pool and the
environmental shear cause horizontal vorticity,
which can help in the production of tornadoes
associated with QLCSs. The main contributer is
their interactions may cause a powerful updraft
as the cold pool advances. The cold pool has

colder, denser rain cooled air and cuts into the
warm air out ahead that is spinning horizontally
due to the shear. This causes the air just ahead
of the cold pool to be forced upward producing
convection and sustaining the storm system.
This process is most efficient when the
horizontal voritcity of the cold pool versus
the enivornmental shear is the same because
it leads to the strongest updrafts to power
the storm (Louisville NWS).
Once a QLCS develops it can
become a bow echoe if a portion of the
storm accelerates ahead causing a bowed
appearance on radar reflectivity. That
signature represents very strong winds that
often cause straight line winds from the rear
inflow jet. The rear inflow jet is a feature
that can separate a damaging mesovortex
that can produce a tornado from nonthreatening mesovortices.
c. QLCS Forecasting
1) SUMMER
These QLCSs usually occur during the
summer months along a generally east to west
oriented frontal boundary with very strong
convergence and substantial dew points along
the front with the highest values being just to
the south of the front, which is commonly a
warm or stationary front. The QLCSs will
normally follow a path that is parallel to the
front with a gradual and slight component into
the warm sector of the boundary (Louisville
NWS).
In the upper levels, development is
enhanced by straight or anticyclonically curved
mid or upperlevel flow near the axis of the ridge
was as well as a weak shortwave trough near the
region where the QLCS develops. Strong warm
air advection at 850mb and 700mb are also
helpful in the area where a QLCS may develop.
Very high moisture at 850mb is accumulated to
the south of the eventual track of the bow echo
with drier air at 700mb, which helps with
enhancing damaging straight line wind potential
(Louisville NWS).
QLCS development also depends on
unstable airmasses with convective available
potential energy (CAPE) values in the area of

formation on average of 2400 J/kg. Wind shear
is a large component of QLCS development
with moderate to strong speed shear parallel to
the storm track as well some directional shear
with veering of the 850 mb and 700mb winds
(Louisville NWS).
2) SPRING
In the spring time the conditions that
favor QLCS development change somewhat. At
the surface, development is dependent on strong
low pressure systems and form in the warm
sector ahead of the cold front or along or just to
the north of the warm front.
At upper levels winds are much more
potent than in the summer case with moderate or
strong winds throughout the atmosphere with
even 30-60 kts at 850mb. There is also
significant diveregence and convergence fields
that lead to strong lift to overcome a lack of
moisture or instability.
CAPE values are between 500-2000 J/kg
and there is usually a layer of dry or even cool
air in mid-levels that can be entrained into the
squall line to increase damaging wind potential.
Directional shear isn’t as prevelant in the spring
cases, but speed shear is very strong with shear
for bow echoes being 50 kts within the lowest
2.5km of the atmosphere and minimal shear
aloft.
3. Mesovortices
Along the bowed out segements of the
QLCS, mesovortices often form on the northern
side of the bow and usually rotate cyclonically.
Mesovorticies are compact couplets of quickly
spinning air with very high vertical vorticity. It
does appear that mesovorticies and their wind
potential can cause more concentrated and
intense damage than the straight line winds at
the apex of the bow due to the rear inflow jet.
These mesovorticies do produce strong winds,
but can also produce brief tornadoes that are
commonly fairly weak with respect to the
damaging straight line winds mesovorticies can
cause (Weisman & Trapp, 2003).
Mesovorticies differ from mesocyclones
in that they are low level storm features within 1
km from the surface. Meanwhile, mesocylones

are more common at mid levels, but sometimes
they can occur at low levels. Because of this,
mesovorticies tend to build upwards while
mesocyclones build downward. Mesocyclones
are more associated with isolated supercell
thunderstorms
while
mesovorticies
are
associated with squall lines and bow echoes.
Their placement in relation to the storm is also
different with mesovorticies forming along the
leading edge of the QLCS near the downdraft
region. Mesocyclones form on the backside of
the storm in the updraft region (Weisman &
Trapp, 2003).
4. Mesovortex genesis
Three main likely contributors have been
investigated pertaining to mesovortex
generation. These include cyclonic-anticyclonic
couplets formed in a late convective cell and as
a quasi-linear convective system is beginning to
organize, cyclonic-only vorticies that tend to
form during the mature stage of a bow echo, and
a possible mechanism from shearing instability.
Each process will now be reviewed in detail.
a.

Cyclonic-anticyclonic couplets

As the gust front from the QLCS begins
to propagate ahead of the main system ,bulges
in the gust front have been observed. This bulge
produces cyclonic rotation to the north and anticyclonic rotation to the south with a vertical
orientation.
First, some local maxima in the
convective downdraft is produced forcing the air
in that region to move quicker and out ahead of
the neighboring parcels. This creates the bulge
along the main outflow. Meanwhile because of
baroclinicity across the gust front itself
horizontal vorticity is produced from the
solenoidal term in the horizontal vorticity
equation. Some form of tilting is introduced,
either by the updraft or the downdraft. Trapp
and Weisman found in their idealized simulation
in 2003 that the tilting was due to the updraft.
Once some component of the vortex lines have
been tilted into the vertical a smaller scale
updraft maxima stretches the column, intensifies
the vertical vorticty and creates the
mesovorticie. This occurs on both north and

south sides of the bulge producing a
cyclonically rotating member to the north and
anti-cyclonically rotating member to the south.
This seems to be consistent with observations as
the most destructive mesovorticies in the
northern hemisphere have been found north of
the apex of a bowing segment. The apex can be
thought of as the bulge in the generalized case.
b.

Cyclonic Only Vorticies

Mesovorticies are many times noted on
radar during the mature stage of a bow echo.
They tend to be cyclonic and have strong
rotational shear associated with them. The
anticylonic member as described in a), however,
is not observed.
In the mature stage of a bow echo the
rear inflow jet may reach near or even to the
surface. Once this happens bulges along the line
occur and may interact with the incoming
warmer air out ahead of the system.
Atkins and Laurent in 2008 simulated
this scenario and found that this produces
cyclonic only mesovorticies just north of the
bulge. As for the mechanism, everything is the
same from a) except that the air creating the
bulge in this case originates from the rear inflow
jet rather than from a local downdraft from a
specific cell. These mechanisms are much like
what has previously been described as the
mechanism for supercell tornadoes.
c.

Shearing Instability

Shearing instability has been used many
times as an argument for genesis for any small
scale rotational feature.
According to both Trapp and Weisman
in 2003 and Atkins Laurent in 2008 shearing
instability is not playing a role in mesovortex
generation. Both groups have found through all
their cases that you can classify the genesis of
the mesovorticies into either a) or b) and no
evidence has been found that shearing instability
is playing any kind of role in mesovortex
generation.
5. Favored Environmental Conditions
Bow echoes need strong vertical wind shear
in order to be produced. The same can be said

for mesovorticies. An idealized simulation by
Weisman and Trapp in 2003 found that strong
vertical wind shear in the lowest 2.5-5km layer
favors the development of mesovorticies.
The simulations ran by Weisman and Trapp
used different levels of vertical wind shear.
They analyzed different magnitudes starting at
10 m/s in increments of 5 m/s up to 30 m/s.
Within each increment they also changed the
effect of the corilios force by either removing it
or changing its overall magnitude. They found
that the threshold favorable for the formation of
mesovortices was about 20 m/s. With increasing
shear up to 30 m/s the system itself became
more organized and produced stronger and
longer lived circulations to the north of the apex
near the surface. Vertical shear values above 30
m/s tended to lead to supercell storms which
were not applicable to their study.
Coriolis forcing was also varied in their
simulations to see if this was necessary for
formation of mesovorticies. The simulations
showed that corilios forcing was needed for
generation. Without the corilois convective lines
had little or no rotation in the idealized
simulations. As soon as the term was set to a
normal value with vertical wind shear values of
around 20 m/s over the 2.5 km AGL range,
mesovorticies were observed.
Simple implications is the closer poleward
you are the greater the chance of having
mesovorticies as the coriolios term will be
greater. This, however, will have a very small
effect on the grand scheme of things as vortex
genesis is mainly contributed to the bow echo
structure and dynamics within.
The use of storm relative helicity has been a
widely accepted technique in forecasting
supercell mesocyclone potential. Weisman and
Trapp warn forecasters not to use this parameter
for mesovorticies as storm relative helicity is
based off of advection of streamwise horizontal
vorticty. Mesovorticies take advantage of
advection of crosswise vorticity during their
formation meaning that storm relative helicity
will not be applicable.
Instability is also a needed factor for any
type of strong convection. Bow echoes require
at least 1500 J/kg of CAPE in order to be strong.
Even though a direct study of mesovorticies to
CAPE has yet to be done, the simulations done
by Weisman and Trapp used values of CAPE of

approximately around 2200 J/kg. This was
determined based on a “typical” warm season
mesovortice case. This value led to significant
mesovorticies especially as the vertical wind
shear increased over 20 m/s.
In conclusion, environmental conditions
favorable for mesovortices are vertical wind
shear over the lowest 2.5 -5km above ground
level layer, positive corilios forcing, and
moderate instability. These circulations are most
sensitive to increasing vertical wind shear as
strong circulations were noted between 20 m/s
and 30 m/s of vertical wind shear.

derecho event on June 29, 1998 over eastern
Iowa.
In figure 3 it is noted that both the inflow
notches and rear inflow notches are along a line
that is perpendicular to the main line of storms.
Based on the theory of genesis this should worry
any forecaster as tilting and stretching of the
horizontal vorticity is most likely occurring
right along the line. In order to verify this notion
,storm relative velocity imagery must be
checked.

6. Radar Signatures

Storm relative velocity is a good tool to see
rotational features within convection and is
widely used as a tool for observing tornadic
signatures in supercell storms. The same
technique may be used for mesovorticies.
Primary differences from supercell mesocylones
signatures are the rotation tends to be on a
smaller scale, rotation starts near the surface and
builds up with time, and the rotational
magnitudes tend be weaker than those of
mesocyclones. Look on the lowest tilt for small
scale rotational features in the favored locations
for mesovorticies.

Unlike
supercell
thunderstorms,
identifying mesovorticies can be very difficult
due to their small size and usual low rotational
magnitudes on Doppler radar. The use of the
storm relative velocity, reflectivity, and
spectrum width prodcuts are useful to identify
mesovortex signatures.
a. Reflectivity

Figure 3- KDVN reflectivity of derecho showing two
mesovortices with two inflow notches and rear inflow jet
notches

As described by Atkins and Nolan
mesovorticies tend to form to the north of the
apex and along the bowing segment of a quasi
linear convective system. Also inflow notches
have been observed where the vortex is located
due to localized increase in the updraft. The rear
inflow jet also, when roughly collocated with
these inflow notches, tends to lead to
mesovorticies. Rear inflow jets can be observed
on reflectivity as a large notch on the back side
of the bow. The given radar imagery is from a

b. Storm Relative Velocity

Figure 4- Two rotational features noted by white circles,
collocated with inflow notches from reflectivity image

c. Spectrum Width
An underused radar product, spectrum
width, is a good tool at identifying
mesovorticies. Spectrum width tells a radar
operator how turbulent a certain pixel is. Areas
of strong rotation tend to have large spectrum
widths and seem to work well with tornado
observations. Spectrum width should be used as
a confirmation that a threat exists after looking
at the reflectivity and storm relative velocity

images.

Figure 1- Spectrum width showing maximum values collocated
with SRM and Reflectivity signatures

Our example shows all three products
with signatures that would indicate to a radar
operator that strong low-level circulations are
present on the bow echo. A brief tornado
touchdown was reported in Iowa City, IA which
is just to the SE of the circulation just north of
the apex of the bow . Many more mesovorticies
were produced in this particular case as the bow
echoe progressed to the SE into western Illinois.
One important thing to note is that since
mesovorticies build up from the surface with
height, identifying them on radar may take some
time after their initial generation. This poses a
great threat to those who are near these
vorticies near generation time as signatures and
therefore warnings will most likely not exist.
7. Tornado Climatology
Based on a study done by Robert Trapp
of a total of 3828 tornadoes collected in a
database over a three year time period, 79% of
the tornadoes were produced by super cells
while 18% were produced from QLCS. The
results were fairly consistent from year to year.
Althought it does appear that 18% doesn’t seem
that much over all, 693 tornadoes over three
years were produced by QLCSs, which is quite
impressive (Trapp et al., 2005).
QLCSs are most prevelant in an area
from the lower Mississippi River Valley and up
into the Ohio River Valley all the way into
Pennsylvania. When considering tornado days,
the national average was 25%, so for the three
year period 25% of days with a tornado were

Figure 5: Geopgraphical distribution of (a) all
tornado days, (b) all tornado days due to
supercells,
(c) theproduced
percentage
all tornado
caused by and
tornadoes
formofQLCSs.
days due to QLCS, for 1998-2000.
Examning figure 5, we can see that Indiana
saw 50% for precent of tornado days being

caused by QLCSs. It is interesting to see that
tornado days are much lower when comparing
to tornadoes from supercells in Texas and
Florida. Even considering tornado alley shows
much lower percentages of tornado days due to
QLCSs (Trapp et al., 2005).
When looking at the tornadoes and where
they fell on the F-scale, tornadoes that were

QLCSs, and there are really only around a
dozen that are F-3 or F-4 intensity when
produced by QLCSs. In Figure 6, the QLCS
distribution is shifted or normalized so that the
F-2 tornadoes that are produced from QLCSs
have the same value of 237 tornadoes as does
the distribution for supercell produced
tornadoes. When this is done, it can be seen that
the QLCSs account for more F-1
tornadoes than do supercell tornadoes.
Actually, there is a much higher
probability, given a QLCS, of a weak
tornado than for supercells (Trapp et
al., 2005).
The occurance of QLCS
tornadoes are more probable than
supercell tornadoes during the cool
season of January through March.
QLCS tornadoes are most frequent in
nature, however, like supercell
tornadoes during the months of April
through June (Trapp et al., 2005).
When
considering
time
of
occurance, QLCS tornadoes had a clear
high point of occurance at 18 LST.
However, compared to supercell
tornadoes, QLCS tornadoes are more
likely to occur during the late night or
early morning hours (Trapp et al.,
2005).
8. Conlusions

Figure 6: U.S. tornado distribution by F
scale and parent storm type (supercell,
QLCS, other), present (a) with all
tornadoes and (b) with the distribution of
QLCSs adjusted or normalized such that it
has 237 F2 tornadoes.
produced by QLCSs are on average much
weaker than tornadoes produced by supercells.
We see this by looking at Figure 6. There are no
cases of F-5 tornadoes being produced by

QLCS often do produce
mesovorticies that can cause great
damage to property and unfortunately
take lives. QLCSs also can form those
mesovorticies that produce tornadoes
along with large hail and extremely high winds.
QLCS occur in the warm months of the spring
and summer and thrive on warm moist air and
can be produced by large synoptic storm
systems or even just slow moving warm fronts
or stationary fronts with relatively weak upper
level forcing.
Mesovorticies are isolated couplets of
very quickly moving air with very high values
of vertical vorticity. Their genesis occurs from

cyclonic-anticyclonic couplets that form on
either side of the bulge associated with a bow
echo. These mesovorticies now have a column
of a large value of vertical vorticity. Another
method is from cyclonic only mesovorticies that
can be created during the mature state of a bow
echo, and the final method is shearing
instability, which is of less confidence in
creating mesovorticies.
There
are
many
environmental
conditions that need to be met to produce these
mesovorticies with one of the most important
being strong vertical wind shear. Also, the
further north you go the more coriolis forcing
you have, which has been shown to help create
mesovorticies. You also do need moderate
values of instability and CAPE to produce
mesovorticies.
Mesovorticies are many times very small
features, and they can be hard to distinguish
using radar. Unlike super cells, it is very rare to
see any sort of hook shape associated with
mesovorticies within squall lines on base
reflectivity. Base reflectivity can be used to spot
inflow notches that can be signs of rotation and
mesovorticies. Storm relative velocity is key in
helping to identify areas of rotation within the
QLCS. Mesovorticies on storm relative velocity
tend to be smaller and weaker. For spectrum
width, mesovorticies will tend to have higher
overall values than surrounding areas. Using all
three of these tools can help identify mesovortex
locations within a QLCS. It is still tough to
judge whether one is capable of producing a
tornado due to the weak and small signatures
compared to mesocyclones.
Tornadoes associated with QLCSs are
less common accounting for about 18-20% on a
given year. QLCS tornadoes are more common
in the Mississipi river valley up ino the Ohio
river valley areas. More often than not QLCSs
are responsible for spawning weaker torndoes,
especially, F-1 tornadoes.
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